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No matter the financial or time commitment you are considering, we can work 
together with you to find a solution that will satisfy your philanthropic motivations

"We have our own fund 
that focuses on our 

interests and we can be 
as involved as

we wish."
Rodney & Linda - Donors

"I was attracted to 
give to a very local 
fund. I see exactly 
what happens with 
my money and it 
supports a whole mix 
of needs."

Tony Kelly - Donor, Elmbridge 
Community Fund

Bespoke Fund

Many of our Donors choose to establish their own personal funds with us. 
These bespoke funds are tailored to each individual or family and can 
address a wide range of needs across the county. 

Working with the Foundation can also form a key aspect of a company’s 
corporate social engagement programme. Several of our corporate Donors 
involve a wide cross-section of their employees.

We can share our expertise on local giving opportunities that reflect your 
passions and values, and work together with you to make meaningful 
connections to ensure your giving has greatest effect locally. 

Funds can be established immediately, or as a legacy by way of 
a testamentary gift. The Foundation also encourages the building of long-term 
funding in order to provide support both now and in the future. 

Collective Giving

Our collective Area Funds bring together Donors wishing to support 
their local area. Similarly our Themed Funds offer Donors the 
opportunity to support specific causes they are passionate about. By 
pooling donations from local people and companies, the funds can have a 
bigger impact and create the capacity to respond to local issues as they arise.

Our Village Funds include: Chiddingfold, Chobham, Hambledon, Horsleys 
and Peaslake

Town Funds: Horley, Haslemere

Borough-wide Funds: Elmbridge, Epsom & Ewell, Guildford, Runnymede, 
Surrey Heath, Tandridge and Woking

Similarly, if you are interested in working with others to support a specific 
cause, we are currently developing a variety of Themed Funds to operate 
across the county. Some of our existing Themed Funds are:

Surrey Sports Fund - helping people access sport who could not otherwise 
be able to do so

Surrey Young People's Fund - Helping to improve the lives of disadvantaged 
young people

Surrey Supported Employment Fund - Helping people with disabilities and 
mental ill health to overcome barriers to work

Surrey Hills Trust Fund - enhancing landscapes and lives
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How it Works
Giving with us is designed to be as simple as possible. You benefit from the 
Foundation’s knowledge and we connect you with the causes that you care about, to 
increase the impact of your giving.

For further information please contact the 

Community Foundation for Surrey

01483 478092

www.cfsurrey.org.uk 

Unrestricted Funding
Trusting in the Foundation's expertise and awareness of local need, you can 
have peace of mind that we will find deserving causes in the community that 
best facilitate your giving.  

Support Us
You can also choose to support the Foundation itself, making our work 
across the county possible. This enables us to continue to inspire local 
philanthropy, build significant resources for Surrey and award grants that 
positively impact lives.




